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This report describes a pilot study on the implementation of a virtual laboratory for wind 
energy in European high-performance computing (HPC) and data management infrastructures. 
The virtual laboratory consists on a simulation platform that promotes open-access, 
modularity, performance and follows best practices for software engineering and testing based 
on a unified model development and validation strategy. The platform will support the 
development of high-fidelity models (HFM) of multi-scale atmospheric flows based on large-
eddy simulation. A systematic verification and validation process based on unitary and sub-
system building blocks determines the suitability of the different modules of the model-chain 
and their integration in full system simulations. This pilot provides a high-level description of a 
unified research program for HFM under the umbrella of the IEA-Wind Task 31. Modularity 
aspects are demonstrated in this pilot study with the development of an interface for offline 
meso-micro coupling that uses tendencies from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 
mesoscale model to drive large-eddy simulations with the SOWFA (Simulator fOr Wind Farm 
Applications) computational fluid dynamics microscale model. Testing of this approach is 
carried out with the GABLS3 benchmark on the simulation of a diurnal cycle at the Cabauw 
meteorological tower in the Netherlands. The case has been shared with relevant research 
groups by conducting a model intercomparison benchmark in Task 31. This report summarizes 
all the stages of the research process carried out throughout the MesoWake project to provide 
guidance to future activities around a unified HFM international research program.        
1. Introduction 
1.1. Background: The Scientific Case 
Increasing size of wind farms extending for tens of kilometers and composed of large wind 
turbines, now reaching more than 150 m rotor diameters, hub-heights above 100 m and 
approaching 10 MW of power output, result in large demands on computing capabilities to 
support the design process and reduce the costs of field testing. Simulation-based prototyping 
to drive innovative technology like flexible rotors and wind farm control require models with 
high physical realism to reproduce the fluid-structure interaction and the interplay between 
atmospheric and wind farm scales of turbulence. Through validated high-fidelity modeling 
(HFM) capabilities we expect to obtain great benefits in our understanding of the fundamental 
flow physics that affect wind farm performance in complex flow situations such as complex 
terrain, wake effects, etc. This will result in new pathways for the development and calibration 
of engineering design tools, that can significantly reduce the cost of energy and uncertainties 
in project financing to competitive levels with respect to traditional power plants.      
This multi-scale modeling system spans domain sizes of the order of 10,000 km to 10 m, at 
spatial resolutions ranging from 10 km to 1 m and a temporal range from a few days to 
fractions of a second. Modeling such disparate scales has only become feasible recently with 
advances in high performance computing (HPC) applied to the development of turbulent-
resolving large-eddy simulation (LES) of the atmospheric boundary layer and wind farm 
dynamics. By coupling these dynamics with large-scale forcings from the wind climate and with 
turbine aero-elastic codes, it will be possible to predict turbine and wind farm performance 
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under realistic conditions as opposed to traditional approaches that consider the wind farm 
system as an idealized microscale problem where surface-layer theories apply. A review of 
mesoscale to microscale wind farm flow models for wind energy is provided in [1].  
1.2. International Collaboration 
The foundation of such model-chain requires dedicated experiments that can sistematically 
assess model improvement through a formal verification and validation process. 
Unprecedented initiatives in the U.S. Department of Energy's (DoE) Atmosphere to Electrons 
(A2e) program [2] and New European Wind Atlas (NEWA) project in Europe [3][4] are now 
addressing these needs with large scale experiments and model development research 
programs. An international effort within the International Energy Agency, the IEA-Wind Task 
31 “Wakebench” [5][1], is bringing these two initiatives together to establish a unified 
framework for a systematic evaluation of wind farm flow models. The evaluation framework 
establishes a process whereby priorities for model development and experimental needs are 
defined by gap analysis following a challenge-driven research program. 
1.3. Objectives 
The overall objective of the MesoWake project is to support the development of a virtual 
research laboratory for high fidelity modelling for wind energy based on publically available 
European HPC and data management infrastructures. The project brings together two open-
access codes developed in the United States, WRF [6] and SOWFA [7]. MesoWake is inspired 
by A2e's high-fidelity modeling initiative [2] aiming for a modular framework developed 
alongside a verification and validation program and supported by DoE's HPC and data 
management infrastructures. The ambition of the A2e program is to develop a similation 
capability that can scale efficiently in current petascale and future exascale HPC systems as 
part of DoE's Exascale Computing Project (ECP) [8][9]. NREL leads this effort, in collaboration 
with Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the University of 
Texas-Austin around the development of Nalu, a new computational fluid dynamics open-
source code able to run simulations of the order of 100 billion grid points [9].    
This report describes the concept of the virtual laboratory in the European context, as part of 
an internationally coordinated high-fidelity modeling research program, and describes some 
important elements of the modeling, computation and data management system: 
• Addressing coupling of mesoscale meteorological modeling with microscale 
atmoshperic boundary layer using mesoscale tendencies. 
• Meeting the requirements to use the European HPC research infrastructure and 
recieving support on code optimization.  
• Data management aspects using European data infrastructure and Windbench [30] 
repositories.  
This HFM platform will support cooperation activities in Europe, articulated through the 
European Energy Research Alliance (EERA-Wind), and the U.S., through DoE's A2e program, to 
strengthen the cooperation in this strategic interdisciplinary research area that requires: cross-
cutting knowledge across a wide range of atmospheric and engineering sciences, interfacing of 
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models that have been developed separately, large computational resources, and high fidelity 
experiments for validation.  
2. The Virtual Laboratory Concept 
The scope of a virtual laboratory is to create a simulation platform that promotes open-access, 
modularity, performance and follows best practices for software engineering and testing based 
on a unified model development and validation strategy. By "modular platform" we mean a 
collection of state-of-the-art codes that can be interchanged while sharing common inputs and 
delivering well-defined quantities of interest for wind energy. This is important when there is a 
wide variety of research codes that have been developed separately. In this context, sharing a 
common modeling and evaluation framework is key to facilitate the comparison of results.  
Some codes can be better suited than others to solve specific problems of the model-chain. By 
sistematic verification and validation of unitary and subsystem problems it will be possible to 
determine this suitability and how the added value of an specific code can be implemented in 
a more general model framework that addresses the full system. Hence, modularity also has to 
do with structuring the model evaluation process around building blocks of different 
complexity levels, such that relevant physical phenomena can be tested properly in control 
conditions before assessing the impact in operational conditions [1].      
 
Figure 1: Concept for a high-fidelity modeling research program. 
Figure 1 shows a diagram with a high-level structure of a HFM research program. Experiments, 
either physical or virtual, are prioritized based on cycles of gap analysis that try to 
progressively match model performance with end-user expectations. Model credibility is built 
upon performance results from verification (code-to-code) and validation (code-to-
observations) benchmarks that determine the suitability of the model at reproducing certain 
phenomena of interest. Ultimately, the results will determine which features from the 
different codes are amenable to be implemented in a community-based reference model. 
Defining governance policies for such community model and the underlying management 
aspects related to coordination of experiments and benchmarking exercises fall beyond the 
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scope of the MesoWake project. Data management policies should also be in place to 
determine how to store, maintain and exploit open-access databases.      
A validated virtual laboratory is useful to generate simulations that can serve as golden 
standards for the development, calibration and, eventually, certification of reduced-order 
models embedded in design tools. They can also support the prototyping of innovative 
technology by running proof-of-concept simulations before running costly laboratory or field 
testing [10][11]. The design of experiments can also be aided by HFM (simulation-in-the-loop) 
to anticipate potential issues and optimize the placement of measurement instruments and 
their sampling strategies [12]. During operations, HFM can assist forensic studies after an 
episode of large system underperformance or catastrophic failure. Ultimately, if computational 
resources are available, they can also be used for high-resolution forecasting of wind 
conditions.  
3. Verification and Validation Framework 
3.1. The IEA-Wakebench Framework 
According to the AIAA guide [13], model verification is the process of determining that the 
model implementation accurately represents the developer’s conceptual description of the 
model and the solution of the model. Here accuracy is measured with respect to benchmark 
solutions of simplified model problems obtained from theory or from high-fidelity models. In 
contrast, validation is the process of determining the degree to which the model is an accurate 
representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model. 
Accuracy is thus measured with respect to observational data out of a dedicated experiment. 
A unified verification, validation and uncertainty quantification (V&V) framework is being 
established in the IEA Task 31 Wakebench [5], following the V&V framework originally 
developed at Sandia National Laboratory and now implemented in the A2e program [14]. A 
fundamental aspect of this framework is to establish standardized wind-energy-specific 
metrics to quantify model improvement, including uncertainties, in connection to model 
intercomparison benchmarks. A set of strong-sense benchmarks based on high-fidelity 
experiments and simulations are the basis to assess model adequacy and define target quality 
acceptance criteria.  
A unified validation strategy will determine the links between knowledge gaps, experiment 
and model development needs and expected impact on cost-of-energy reductions. The 
Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) is used as planning instrument to facilitate 
the collection and aggregation of information that is required to define and prioritize particular 
experimental validation activities [14][15][16]. V&V cycles of increasing complexity are 
conducted to systematically improve the predictive capacity of the models by adding more 
physics as well as improving numerical methods. Improving model credibility is the ultimate 
goal of the process since the models will be eventually extrapolated to cover operational 
conditions that are beyond the validation envelope.    
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The Wakebench building-block model evaluation approach (Figure 2) analyzes a complex 
system, consisting for instance of a wind farm and its siting and environmental conditions, by 
subdividing it in subsystems and unit problems to form a hierarchy of test cases with a 
systematic increase of complexity. 
 
Figure 2: Building-block model evaluation approach.   
The building-block approach allows isolating individual or combined elements of the system, to 
segregate relevant physical phenomena in a more controlled setting that can be characterized 
more easily, and evaluate the predictive capacity of a model and estimate the potential impact 
of those elements on the full system performance. The process typically implies analyzing 
idealized conditions using theoretical approaches like similarity theory, parametric testing in a 
controlled environment with scaled-down models in wind tunnels and field testing of scaled or 
full-scale prototypes in research conditions as well as operational units in operational 
conditions. This hierarchy of increasing physical complexity is typically associated with 
decreasing levels of accuracy, in terms of data quality and resolution, because of practical as 
well as economical limitations. As mentioned previously, the validation space will always be 
limited to a limited range of system configurations and flow cases. The ultimate step in the 
building-block approach requires testing the model in operational conditions, where all 
phenomena are integrated. Here, the model can be calibrated and, eventually, fine-tuned to 
improve its predictive capacity (reduce bias). 
3.2. An Innovation context for V&V  
The evaluation process can be considered an intrinsic part of technology innovation, i.e. 
translating ideas or scientific insights into added value of a product or service to meet specific 
needs. The innovation process originates from understanding the market needs, following a 
top-down or market-pull approach (Figure 2) to define challenges that technology should 
solve. Alternatively, bottom-up or science-push innovation will use new knowledge to 
incrementally improve the “state-of-the-art” that feeds into the technology. In practice, both 
coexist although the market-pull approach should be the main driver to set expectations and 
avoid anchoring to a knowledge niche. 
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In wind assessment applications, the product shall be a design tool whose core technology is a 
computational model. Innovation implies improving the predictive capacity of the model 
through better physical insight. Then, we use the model evaluation process to design 
experiments and validation cases that will allow us to test if certain model capabilities work as 
expected according to our conceptual model (our idea) and, more importantly, if this is 
actually adding value to the design tool. 
This dual organization of the V&V process, in terms of interconnected exploration and 
exploitation cycles, can be described as an ambidextrous V&V process (Figure 3), in analogy 
with the term ambidextrous organization in the innovation context [17].   
 
Figure 3: Anbidextrous V&V process. 
When it comes to defining a V&V strategy it is important to realize how to systematically 
improve the data awareness of the model. You need well defined flow cases using high-quality 
data from experiments, to systematically determine the suitability of your model hypothesis 
following a bottom-up approach. But you also need a database of operational sites where you 
can test the statistical significance, in terms of topographic and wind climate conditions, of any 
incremental improvement you introduce in your model. 
It is through statistical testing that we can not only determine if a new physical insight in the 
model leads to added value in the application space, but also identify what remains unresolved 
(knowledge gaps) and needs to be prioritized in the next round of validation flow cases or with 
a targeted experiment.  
4. The MesoWake Pilot based on WRF and SOWFA   
Following the modular philosophy of the virtual laboratory, we work with a model-chain that 
interconnects three domain scales (Figure 4), each one associated to an open-source code, 
namely:  
1) WRF (Weather-Research-Forecast), from of the U.S. National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR) [6], to solve by nesting the meteorological downscaling process from 
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global to mesoscale to microscale using Kosović’s LES model [18][19]. The WRF model 
can be downloaded from [20].  
2) SOWFA (Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications) [7], from the U.S. National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL), LES model based on OpenFOAM computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) framework [21], to solve the interaction of the ABL and the wind farm 
at microscale using an actuator line rotor model [22][23], and  
3) FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Stress, and Turbulence) aeroelastic design code 
developed by NREL, embedded in SOWFA, to couple the wind turbine aero-elastic 
response via the wind flow aerodynamics [24].  
 
Figure 4: Sketch of the modular HFM framework. 
The interfacing between SOWFA and FAST is already built in through the actuator line model 
(ALM) of the rotor and is out of the scope of MesoWake, that focus more on the interfacing 
between SOWFA and WRF. Two approaches for meso-micro coupling are evaluated:  
1)  online dynamic coupling using WRF-LES one-way nested into WRF-mesoscale all the 
way down to microscale [19], and  
2)  offline coupling using WRF outputs to drive SOWFA simulations asynchronously [25].  
The first approach allows to maintain numerical consistency accross scales. In the other hand, 
the terrain-following uniform grid of WRF is not suitable to handle steep terrain or detailed 
wind turbine simulations. The second approach has all the flexibility of the CFD framework to 
deal with complex geometries but relies on idealized meteorological conditions (dry 
atmosphere, no radiation, etc). In SOWFA, a precursor simulation is used to generate 
microscale turbulence in equilibrium with the background mesoscale forcing, something that is 
also necessary in the WRF-LES subdomains. To speed-up this transition, temperature 
perturbations at the inflow planes of the microscale domains can be used [26].  
The offline coupling approach seeks exploiting the modularity aspect of the HFM platform. By 
splitting the meso-micro downscaling process into two separate problems, one dealing with 
mesoscale processes and the other with microscale flows, we avoid the complexities of 
coupling codes dynamicly by reducing the interfacing problem to a much simpler input/output 
transfer of data that can be done offline: the WRF meteorological model simulates the 
mesoscale processes to generate realistic forcings to drive the microscale SOWFA simulation. 
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These forcings need to filter out the microscale effects that will be explicitely solved by SOWFA 
such that there is no double counting [1]. This problem is of course avoided by online coupling 
in a WRF-LES setting. Hence, we can use WRF-LES as a reference model to "calibrate" the 
offline meso-micro interfacing in SOWFA.   
Similarly, modularity can be used to calibrate RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) 
turbulence models using a LES model like SOWFA as a higher-fidelity reference, both sharing 
the same input data. Calibration would first focus on terrain and vegetation (site) effects into 
inflow wind conditions for wind turbines, and then how these conditions affect turbine 
performance through a rotor model. Here SOWFA's  actuator line model coupled to FAST 
would be a reference for wake characteristics to calibrate a RANS actuator disk model (ADM) 
in the prediction of wind farm array performance.        
4.1. The GABLS3 Test Case  
The GABLS3 case has been used to test an offline coupling method based on large-scale 
forcing, also called mesoscale tendencies, from WRF. This case, based at the Cabauw 
meteorological tower in flat terrain in the Netherlands, consists on a diurnal cycle under 
relatively stationary synoptic and dry conditions that develops a characteristic low-level jet 
overnight. The case was originally developed by the boundary-layer meteorology community 
to test atmospheric boundary-layer models (ABL) in realistic conditions compared to previous 
GABLS exercises that used idealized forcing [27][28]. 
The offline meso-micro coupling methodology proposed here is actually inspired in the 
methodology used in the setting up of the GABLS3 case about the characterization of 
mesoscale forcing for ABL models [27]. The GABSL3 was revisited in MesoWake and adapted to 
the particular needs of the wind energy community (Annex 1): 
• Mesoscale tendencies are directly introduced as forcings at microscale without any 
correction based on observations, as it was done in the original GABLS3 case, to 
generalize the meso-micro methodology.  
• At microscale, we don't implement humidity or radiation to limit the focus of the 
analysis to the impact of first-order physics for wind conditions such as meso-micro 
coupling and thermal stratification effects on the turbulent structure of the ABL. 
• Bias correction or calibration using mast measurements is allowed at microscale level, 
similarly as it would be done in wind resource assessment studies that typically count 
with site observations.  
• Performance is quantified in terms of wind energy quantities of interest such as the 
rotor equivalent wind speed, wind shear and wind veer accross the rotor plane, etc. 
A benchmark for ABL models was defined to challenge wind energy researchers to develop 
meso-micro methodologies [29]. The benchmark was launched under the umbrella of the IEA 
Task 31 Wakebench, inviting researchers from the A2e meso-micro project, mainly focused on 
LES models, and the NEWA project, mainly focused on RANS models. The benchmark is posted 
in the Windbench online V&V repository [30].  
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By sharing the same input forcing, microscale codes based on LES and RANS turbulence 
modeling can be compared consistently in a modular fashion. To demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the offline coupling approach and develop the model evaluation procedure, a 
sensitivity analysis was conducted with a single-column model (SCM) as proxy for a microscale 
model [25]. Figure 5 shows time-height fields of the diurnal cycle simulated by WRF (first 
column) and the SCM driven by mesoscale tendencies from the WRF simulation (2nd column). 
The SCM simulation produces very similar fields as the reference WRF simulation 
demonstrating the offline coupling methodology. The study also shows the impact of 
introducting nudging against mast observations to reduce the bias generated by the mesoscale 
inputs (3rd column in Figure 5).         
 
Figure 5: Horizontal wind speed (S), wind direction (WD) and potential temperature (θ) fields of the GABLS3 
diurnal cycle simulated with WRF (1st column), with a single-column model driven by mesoscale tendencies from 
WRF (2nd column), adding a nudging term to correct the bias observed at the Cabauw mast below 200 m (3rd 
column) and observations at the Cabauw mast and profiler (4th column) [25].   
The results of the GABLS3 benchmark for wind energy have been published in [31]. Figure 6 
shows contour plots from 10 participating models using different meso-micro coupling (online 
or offline) and turbulence modeling (RANS or LES) strategies. Last 6 models use the tendencies 
approach for offline meso-micro coupling. All the models arrive to good consistency in their 
interpretation of mesoscale forcing and thermal stratification on the atmospheric boundary 
layer throughout the diurnal cycle. Even though this good consistency, a significant scatter is 
observed resulting from the different way each model is coded or parameterized.  
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Figure 6: Results from the GABSL3 benchmark for wind energy applications [31]. Time-height contour plots of 
horizontal wind speed (S), wind direction (WD), potential temperature (Θ) and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). 
Observations and reference WRF simulation in the top two rows followed by participating model simulations 
using different meso-micro coupling and turbulence modeling strategies.   
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5. The Model Development and Evaluation Process 
The model development and evaluation process carried out throughout the MesoWake project 
is summarized in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7: Model development and evaluation process along the MesoWake project. 
It is important to stress the following aspects: 
• Formulation of a challenge based on discussion with peers in relevant forums 
(Wakebench, Ae2, NEWA, etc).  Early discussion with experts avoids anchoring to 
preconceived individual ideas.   
• Alignment with stakeholder needs. Here, lead users of the tendencies approach are 
researchers in projects developing simulation tools that will be ultimately used by the 
wind industry. 
• The benchmarking process as an instrument to align research and provide robustness 
to new insights by having several researchers arriving to the same conclusions.   
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• Allow a benchmarking cycle of around one year to engage with researchers and 
receive feedback in relevant events. Support the process with early publication of 
results in conferences and journals. 
• Stick to well-established data exchange standards (like netcdf) and open-access 
repositories that include digital persistent identifiers to reference datasets in 
publications, for example A2e-DAP in the U.S. or EUDAT in Europe.    
The GABLS3 benchmark has been used to engage the wind energy modeling community into 
the meso-micro challenge. Under the umbrella of the IEA Task 31, it has been possible to 
gather researchers from various projects bringing different approaches to tackle this challenge. 
The tendencies approach has resulted successful for a variety of codes, which then leads 
researchers to test their models in operational conditions and addressing quantities of interest 
for the application of interest. In the case of NEWA, this coupling approach will be adopted to 
develop methodologies for the assessment of annual energy production and wind conditions 
for turbine siting. The NEWA database of experiments and industry data will be used to 
quantify the added value of this meso-micro methodology compared to the industry standard 
which uses microscale (CFD) modeling alone and idealized inflow conditions (steady-state 
uniform geostrophic forcing, etc).    
6. Implementation in the European HPC infrastructure PRACE   
PRACE (Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe) is a pan-European supercomputing 
research infrastructure, based in 25 member states, that provides access to computing and 
data management resources and services for large-scale scientific and engineering applications 
[32]. Seven Tier-0 HPC systems offer resources through two types of access: 
• Preparatory Phase: for short-term access to resources to demonstrate the scalability of 
codes, perform code development and optimization (by the applicant or with support 
from experts from PRACE) and prepare proposals for Project Access. Calls for 
Preparatory Phase proposals are opened every 3 months. The reviewing process is 
only based on technical assessment. Typical allocations are of the order of 100,000 
cpu-hrs in one or various systems. 
• Project Access: for 1-year production runs or multi-year (2 or 3 years) with two calls for 
proposals every year. It requires proof of succesfull scalability tests and justification for 
Tier-0 systems. Project Access proposals are peer-reviewed technically and 
scientifically every year. Minimum allocations of 5 million cpu-hours are required and 
cannot exceed 10% of the total resources available in the corresponding system by 
yearly period.  
By the end of each access period, a summary report has to be submitted. More information for 
applicants can be found in the PRACE website [32]. 
Both WRF and SOWFA have been installed in the MareNostrum HPC system based at the 
Barcelona Supercomputing Centre (BSC) following the PRACE Preparatory and Project Access 
Phases. MareNostrum 4 is a 11.1 petaflop system based on 165888 processors totaling 390 
Terabytes of memory and 14 Petabytes of disk space. 
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6.1. Preparatory Phase: Scaling Tests 
A PRACE preparatory phase was requested to run scaling tests for the WRF-LES and SOWFA 
codes and perform some optimization to have the codes ready for a Project Access phase. 
Annex 2 provides a description of the strong scaling results that were used to demonstrate the 
technical suitability of the codes to run in HPC systems. Besides scaling characteristics, it is also 
important to assess data management needs according to the specifications of the target 
system.    
6.2. Performance Productivity and Optimization 
The Performance Optimisation and Productivity Centre of Excellence in Computing 
Applications (PoP) provides performance optimization and productivity services for academic 
and industrial codes [34]. It offers free-of-charge services related to code performance 
assessment. In MesoWake, a performance audit was conducted on the SOWFA code based on 
the same benchmark used during the preparatory phase. The audit provided training on 
performance analysis tools and support from an expert in the assessment of the code parallel 
performance. 
The global efficiency of SOWFA when using 8e4 cells/core was 78%, which is considered low in 
the audit. Hence, 22% of the time the application was busy with MPI communications and 78% 
was computing. The efficiency would drop to 67% when using 4e4 cells/core.  
6.3. Project Access Phase 
A PRACE Project Access proposal was submitted to support the last year of the MesoWake 
project and an extension of two more years to establish the implementation of the virtual 
laboratory in collaborative projects between Europe and the U.S. Starting on the 1st of 
September 2016, an allocation of 17.7 million cpu-hours was granted.     
7. Conclusions 
This report summarizes activities carried out within the MesoWake project on the 
development of a pilot virtual laboratory for wind energy based on high fidelity multi-scale 
flow models. The pilot is based on WRF-LES and SOWFA open-source codes, both developed in 
the U.S. at NCAR and NREL respectively. They are scalability tested to meet requirements for 
accessing computational resources in the PRACE European HPC research infrastructure.  
In scientific terms, model development activities have focused on defining a methodology for 
offline coupling of both codes using mesoscale tendencies directly computed by WRF to feed 
SOWFA input forcing. The methodology has been tested with the GABLS3 diurnal cycle case 
adapted to wind energy. The meso-micro challenge is a very active field of research in the 
NEWA European and A2e Meso-Micro American projects. Both communities, under the 
umbrella of the IEA Task 31, were invited to participate in the GABLS3 benchmark to compare 
coupling methodologies and with RANS and LES turbulence models. One of the goals of this 
study is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach to offer a modular framework for 
models of different fidelity levels. By sharing common inputs, validated LES models can be 
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used as reference for the design of lower-fidelity models, like RANS, more amenable to wind 
resource assessment and wind farm design tools.  
The research process carried out throughout the project is described to guide future 
collaborative activities around HFM model development and validation. Developing a 
systematic approach is important to prioritize validation activities now that a large amount 
data from experiments are being produced. In this context, it is important to adopt an 
ambidextrous V&V process that can combine data from both experiments and operational 
campaigns. This approach will be further exploited under the umbrella of the IEA Task 31 
Wakebench.            
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ANNEX 1: GABLS3 Benchmark in Windbench 
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GABLS 3  
From: http://windbench.net/gabls-3, last accessed July 2017 
Managed by 
Javier Sanz Rodrigo 
Status 
The GABLS3 benchmark carried out jointly in the NEWA, Wakebench and MesoWake 
projects finished in June 2017. You can find the results and data open-access in the 
following links: 
• Observational data: http://projects.knmi.nl/gabls/evaluation.html   
• Simulation 
data: http://doi.org/10.23728/b2share.f5d5a492d8aa4b7998b70abd68f5eae4 
• Journal paper: Sanz Rodrigo J, Allaerts D, Avila M, Barcons J, Cavar D, Chávez 
Arroyo R, Churchfield M, Kosović B, Lundquist JK, Meyers J, Muñoz Esparza D, 
Palma JMLM, Tomaszewski JM, Troldborg N, van der Laan MP, Veiga Rodrigues C 
(2017) Results of the GABLS3 diurnal cycle benchmark for wind energy applications. 
Journal of Physics: Conference Series, 854: 
012037, http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/854/1/012037 






• Evaluation scripts: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.834356 
• Journal paper: Sanz Rodrigo J, Churchfield M, Kosović B (2017) A methodology for 
the design and testing of atmospheric boundary layer models for wind energy 
applications. Wind Energ. Sci. 2: 1-20, doi:10.5194/wes-2-1-2017 
Scope 
The GABLS3 case has been selected in the NEWA project as a baseline exercise for 
the design of mesoscale-to-microscale methodologies for wind resource assessment. 
The case is suitable for the development of microscale wind farm models that 
incorporate realistic forcing, derived from a mesoscale model, along a typical diurnal 
case that leads to the development of a nocturnal low-level jet. Challenges of this case 
include: incorporating time- and height-dependent mesoscale forcing in microscale 
models, turbulence modeling at varying atmospheric stability conditions, defining 
suitable surface boundary conditions for momentum and heat and characterizating of 
the wind profile in (non-logarithmic) LLJ conditions.   
 
Data Accessibility 
Data is provided open-access for registered participants. Observational data is 
available at the GABLS3-SCM KNMI website. 
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Wind-energy specific objectives of the benchmark include: 
• Demonstrate the capability of wind energy ABL models to incorporate realistic 
mesoscale forcing 
• Implement surface boundary conditions suitable for wind assessment studies 
using mesoscale simulation data and/or observations (typical of wind energy 
campaigns) 
• Develop suitable model calibration strategies for wind energy applications or, in 
other words, how to best use available measurements (typical of wind energy 
campaigns) to correct meso-micro predictions 
• Define suitable metrics for validation of ABL models based on wind energy 
quantities of interest 
By "typical wind energy campaigns" we would like to encourage modellers to prioritize 
observations that are common place in wind resource assessment campaigns (80 
masts with velocity and temperature measurements, lidar profilers measuring up to 400 
m).  
Input data  
The case set-up and input data of the original GABLS3 case can be found in the KNMI 
website. This is usefull if you want to compare with published results of the original 
SCM model intercomparison. In the original GABLS3 set-up, the simulated mesoscale 
tendencies are adjusted to produce a better match with the surface geostrophic wind 
obtained from a network of synoptic stations and the wind speed at 200-m measured at 
the Cabauw tower. Initial profiles are based on soundings measured near the Cabauw 
mast. 
Alternatively, you can use inputs generated entirely from a WRF simulation, as 
described in [1][2]. Here, instead of using observed initial projiles and adjusted 
mesoscale forcings you can use initial profiles and forcing produced directly from a 
mesoscale simulation. This is more representative of a wind energy model-chain set-
up, where the inputs of a microscale model are generated by a "wind atlas" 
methodology that doesn't normally include corrections with local measurements. 
Instead, local adjustments are allowed at the microscale level by incorporating onsite 
measurements as if these measurements were part of a typical wind resource 
assessment campaign.     
The WRF simulation is based on a one-way nesting configuration of three concentric 
square domains centered at the Cabauw site, of the same size 183x183, and at 9, 3 
and 1 km horizontal resolution. The vertical grid, approximately 13 km high, is based on 
46 terrain-following (eta) levels with 24 levels in the first 1000 m, the first level at 
approximately 13 m, a uniform spacing of 25 m over the first 300 m and then stretched 
to a uniform resolution of 600 m in the upper part. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
land-use surface model, that comes by default with the WRF model, is used together 
with the unified Noah land-surface model to define the boundary conditions at the 
surface. Other physical parameterizations used are: the rapid radiative transfer model 
(RRTM), the Dudhia radiation scheme and the Yonsei University (YSU) first-order PBL 
scheme. The simulation uses input data from ERA-Interim with a spin-up time of 24 
hours. The WRF set-up follows the reference configuration of Kleczek et al [2], who run 
a sensitivity analysis of WRF showing reasonably good results at reproducing the 
nocturnal LLJ. 
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A NetCDF file is provided with the following information: 
• Site coordinates and Coriolis parameter 
• Time-height 2D arrays of velocity components (U,V,W) and potential 
temperature (Th) 
• Time-height 2D arrays of mesoscale forcings (tendencies): geostrophic wind 
(Ug, Vg), advective wind (Uadv, Vadv) and advective potential temperature 
(Thadv) 
• Time array of surface-layer quantities: friction velocity (ust), kinematic heat flux 
(wt), 2-m temperature (T2), skin temperature (TSK), surface pressure (Psfc) 
Units, dimmensions and variables description are all provided in the NetCDF file. 
Momentum tendencies (Figure 2) are provided in [m s-1] and should be multiplied by 
the Coriolis parameter to obtain appropriate forces in [m s-2]. For convenience, we 
have ommitted information about humidity since the assumption of dry-atmosphere is 
typically adopted by wind energy flow models. 
 
Figure 2: Time-height contour plots of the longitudinal wind component U and momentum 
budget terms: Utend = Uadv + Ucor + Upg + Upbl. [1][2] 
A python script is provided to show how to read the NetCDF input file and extract these 
variables. 
Validation data 
The following quantities of interest (QoI) will be evaluated as described in [1][2], using a 
reference rotor size of 160 m diameter at a hub-height of 120 m (~ 7 MW turbine): 
• Rotor equivalent wind speed (REWS) 
• Hub-height wind direction (WDhub) 
• Turbulence intensity at hub-height (TIhub) 
• Wind shear (power-law exponent α) and wind veer (slope of linear fit to wind 
direction differences ψ) accross the rotor plane 
• Surface-layer quantitites: T2, ust, wt and z/L 
The evaluation consists on time-series plots of these QoIs along the diurnal cycle and 
mean-absolute error (MAE) integrated over the whole cycle.  
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The benchmark is mainly developed for microscale models that make use of the input 
data described above. However, mesoscale or multi-scale (online meso-micro) 
simulations are also welcome. The following suggestions are provided to guide the 
model runs: 
• We shall use the 2-m temperature (T2) as our most practical reference to 
deduce the potential temperature surface boundary conditions using Monin 
Obukhov similarity theory, since this variable is routinely measured in 
measurement campaigns and is part of the standard output of meteorological 
models.     
• Simulations may be based entirely on the mesoscale input data or incorporate 
measurements from the Cabauw mast. Priority should be given to 
measurements that can be found in "typical wind energy campaigns" (80 masts 
with velocity and temperature measurements, lidar profilers measuring up to 
400 m). 
• Sensitivity analysis of mesoscale models can be used to quantify the input 
uncertainty derived from the spread of the ensemble of simulations.  
• Online multi-scale simulations models can be used as a reference for 
microscale models that are coupled to mesoscale asyncronously through the 
input data. To allow this comparison multi-scale simulations should be also run 
with ERA-Interim input data.   
If resources allow, please use a spin-up time of 24 hours as in the input data. 
Output data 
Data should be provided in a single NetCDF file as described in the python template. 
The following output variables are requested: 
• Time-height 2D arrays of: velocity components, potential temperature and 
turbulent kinetic energy 
• Time 1D array of surface-layer quantities: friction velocity (ust, at 3 m), 
kinematic heat flux (wt, at 3 m) and 2-m temperature (T2) 
• Time in hours since 2006-07-01 12:00 UTC 
• Heights in meters (please provide model levels at least up to 4000 m) 
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Scaling Tests for WRF-LES and SOWFA 
A PRACE Preparatory Phase project was requested to run scalability tests of both WRF-LES and 
SOWFA. The main difference between WRF and SOWFA, when solving this problem, is that WRF is 
incompressible and SOWFA is compressible. 
The benchmark considered in the scaling test is the solution of a neutrally stratified atmospheric 
boundary layer (ABL) capped with a thermal inversion. WRF is considered here as a reference for 
SOWFA, considering that it is developed for a wide variety of systems and, in particular, optimized for 
HPC petascale systems. In contrast, SOWFA depends on the capabilities of the underlying OpenFOAM 
architecture, which was not been developed with highly parallelized HPC systems in mind. 
A geostrophic wind of 10 m/s is set at the top of a rectangular computational domain, situated at 
1500 m. Hence the Reynolds number based on the boundary layer depth and the geostrophic wind is 
of the order of 7e8. During the weak scaling tests, the horizontal dimensions of the domain are 
varied from 2400 to 18750 m. A uniform roughness length of 0.05 m is used in the surface. The 
Coriolis parameter is set to 8.07e-5 s-1.  
A structured Cartesian mesh is used based on a uniform horizontal spacing of 7.5 m. In the vertical, a 
uniform grid of 5 m length is used in the first 500 m, followed by a stretched grid to obtain a grid with 
200 vertical levels in total at 1500 m. The resulting expansion ratio is 3.3742.      
Periodic boundary conditions are used in the lateral walls. Mechanical forcing is imposed by a 
prescribed geostrophic velocity (WRF) or an equivalent horizontal pressure gradient (SOWFA). A wall 
shear-stress model links the turbulent characteristics of the first cell to Monin-Obukhov similarity 
theory (MOST) values that depend on the roughness length of the surface.  
Because WRF is a compressible solver, it requires a very small time step (0.083 s) compared to 
SOWFA (0.5 s) to run numerically stable simulations at CFL numbers below 1. This is the main impact 
of using a compressible versus an incompressible code.   
Both codes are initialized using the same profiles. The potential temperature is initially set to 300 K 
from the surface to a height of 500 m and then increased linearly by a lapse rate of 10 K/km until the 
top of the domain. An initial perturbation of the temperature field in the surface triggers the initial 
generation of turbulence which further develops as a result of the velocity and temperature 
gradients. In this idealized uniform forcing, the neutral ABL will reach a steady state after a few hours 
of simulation time. In order to limit the computational cost of the simulations in the scaling test, the 
duration of each simulation is limited to 10 minutes, enough to get the initial onset of turbulent flow 
in the ABL.    
Strong scaling tests were conducted in MareNostrum with a problem size of 320x320x200 = 2.05e7 
cells. Good scaling was observed up to 1024 cores with 2e4 cells/core. Unfortunately, the problem 
size was too small to show good scaling beyond 1024 cores. Hence, additional scaling tests were 
done with larger problem sizes of 1.6-2.5e8 cells using NCAR’s Yellowstone and NREL’s Peregrine HPC 
systems to complement the results for the Project Access proposal.  
The scalability results are provided in terms of simulation walltime and speed-up, with respect to the 
1024 core case, in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. and Figures 5 and 6. For 
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problem sizes of the order of 3e8 cells an additional 30% of I/O time would have to be added when 
using 4096 cores. This is valid for both WRF and SOWFA. At problem sizes of 1.6-2.5e8 WRF and 
SOWFA scale at 82% and 85% with respect to ideal conditions using 3072 and 2880 cores 
respectively. WRF has been tested in Yellowstone showing good computing performance up to 8192 
cores, although beyond 4096 cores the I/O time becomes dominant [33]. 
Table 1: Strong scaling tests conducted at NCAR‘s Yellowstone (16 core/node, 32 GB/node) for WRFv3 and NREL’s 
Peregrine (24 core/node, 32-64 GB/node) for SOWFA. Strong scaling tests, conducted at MareNostrum (16 core/node, 32 
GB/node) during the preparatory phase with a smaller problem size are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
 
 
Figure 8: Strong scaling WRFv3-BK15. 
 
Figure 9: Strong scaling SOWFA-2.4.x. 
The decay in performance at large core-count shows that 4e4 cells/core is the minimum unitary core-
size that should be considered. On the other hand, in terms of memory limitations, the unitary size 
should not be larger than 4e5 cells/core using 2 GB/core. This would limit the problem size to 1.6e9 
cells when using 4096 cores with 2 GB/core (as in MareNostrum). The scaling tests show that 8e4 
cells/core is a good unitary problem size to consider when setting up simulations for both codes.  
Weak scaling was conducted in the preparatory phase maintaining a constant unitary size of 8e4 
cells/core and ranging the problem size from 5e6 to 3.3e8 cells. WRF shows superior performance 
compared to OpenFOAM maintaining a speed-up of 100% up to 2048 cores while SOWFA decays to 
79%. 
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